How to present to a non-expert audience and develop public speaking skills

**Description and objectives**
You may be a very knowledgeable expert, but the thought of a presentation keeps you awake at night. You may have a passion for sharing knowledge and enjoy educating, but you feel your experience is not enough. Perhaps you even enjoy presenting but don't know how to do it. You can join the public speaking class, start delivering top-notch presentations, and present with pleasure and confidence. During the public speaking workshop, you will learn how to present in a simple and fun way.

**What topics will we discuss?**
- Gesticulation, body language, and stage movement
- Keeping the audience engaged and interested
- Managing stress
- Working with a microphone
- Answering unexpected questions
- Building interesting structure
- Presenting in front of the non-expert audience
- And you will practice your own presentation and receive feedback

**Trainer**
**Magda Kern**, Qualified psychologist, coach, soft skills trainer, and ex-vocalist